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tion. Moreover, since he allows m to take any value less
than P, there may be several fractional values of m corre-
sponding to a single integer value of F; thus in his Tables
I and IV the single pattern which I described 14, 51 as
15/3/1 is variously described as (15, 3, 1/5), (15, 3,
4/5), (15, 3, 7/5) and (15, 3, 1315), while the comple-
mentary retrograde orbit pattern 15/3/2 is described as
(15. 3, 2/5) (15, 3. 8/5), (15, 3, 11 5) and (15, 3, 14/5).
4) Ballard says that "Walker indicates that at least 10
satellites are required for triple visibility and 13 for quad-
ruple visibility." I was actually presenting results only
for patterns which would provide a positive minimum el-
evation angle with satellites in 24 h orbits, for from sin-
gle to sevenfold coverage, and so those were the smallest
numbers for which I presented [4, 51 triple and quadruple
coverage results. Ballard's Theorem I provides a useful
guide; however, as he himself comments, the patterns
9/9/7 and III/ 1 14 listed in his Table III as providing tri-
ple and quadruple visibility, respectively, might not be
very practical, since they would not provide positive min-
imum elevation angles at altitudes less than about double
the synchronous altitude.
5) Though Ballard apparently disagrees, at least as
regards single coverage, with my view that the minimum
satellite separation is an impoitant characteristic of a pat-
tern second only to the degree of coverage provided, I
would expect that the zero minimum satellite separation
associated with the pattern 10/10/7 quoted by Mozhayev
[71 and Ballard would disqualify it from adoption for any
practical system and that pattern 10/5/2, having 14, 51 the
slightly inferior maximum single-coverage radius of 52.2°
but a minimum satellite separation of 46.6 would be
preferred. Incidentally, Ballard's Fig. I 1(B) provides a
particularly clear illustration of the concept of minimum
satellite separation, with no other satellite passing near
satellite 0 at any time.
6) 1 feel that one of the more useful results from my
studies, in additioni to those mentioned by Ballard, was
the development of a simple method of identifying which
pattern would be found, for a particular number of satel-
lites, to provide the largest minimum satellite separation;
this would often prove also to be the pattern which pro-
vided the smallest maximum n-coverage radius, but even
when this was not the case it would provide a radius
close to the smallest. Briefly, this method 15, 6] is as fol-
lows. For a total of T satellites, the selected pattern is
TIPIF, where P (the number of orbital planes) is equal to
T divided by the highest common factor of T and M; F (a
measure of the relative phasing between planes, in units
of 360°/T) is equal to T(kP -L)IPM: L:M equals 2:1 for
values of T from 5 to 9, 3:2 for T from 10 to 24, and 4:3
from 25 upwards; and k takes whatever integer value is
necessary to make F an integer in the range 0 to P -1.
Thus, for T = 9 and I1, respectively, this method identi-
fies the patterns 9/9/7 and IL/ 11/4 mentioned in comment
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(4), while for T = 10 it identifies the pattern 10/5/2
mentioned in comment (S). Other useful patterns can be
found by using the same values of L:M over a wider
range of values of T; for example, patterns 5/5/1 and
7/7/2, listed in Ballard's Table IIl, are found by using
L:M - 3:2, and pattern 18/6/2, mentioned [51 as of po-
tential interest for systems such as GPS, is found by us-
ing L:M = 4:3.
J.G. WALKER
Royal Aircraft Establishment
Space Department
Famborough
Hants GU]14 6TD
England
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Multichannel Recovery of Quadrature
Components of Bandpass Signals
The problem of sampling signals maintaining the theoretically
minimum (average) sampling rate and allowing a separate interpo-
lation is considered from a general point of view. The formulation
will follow a recently published method for multichannel sampling;
this way there is the advantage of working with functions depending
only on the frequency and not on time and frequency as in other
approaches. This simplifies the general expressions and the determi-
Manuscript received October 16, 1981.
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nation of separation conditions. Under the assumption of nonsingu-
larity of certain matrices, we obtain the necessary and sufficient
conditions for a separate interpolation and discuss them. Finally, an
especially important case is considered as an example.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bandpass signal sampling is a subject in which some
aspects are still under investigation. A direct sampling re-
quires a rate between cr/ul and 2u/lrr (where u is the an-
gular bandwidth of the signal) to allow a posterior
interpolation of the original signal [11]. Two classical ap-
proaches to maintain the (average) sampling rate at its
(theoretical) minimum value are
I) to sample the in-phase and quadrature components of
the signal i. and q, in
x(t)
=
ir(t) cos wot -q(t) sin wot (1)
(where wo is the center angular frequency) that are
lowpass, u/2-band-limited signals, according to the
usual sampling theorem [2, 3]; therefore, at a rate v/
2ir each;
2) to sample (at the same rate o/27r) x and its Hilbert
transform
x(t) = l/Tt * x(t) = f x(t -t')dt'/rrt' (2)
where * indicates convolution [4].
These two methods show similar drawbacks: the ob-
taining of i, qv, or x. Additionally, the second of them
does not offer in a general case a separate interpolation,
i.e., the possibility of obtaining ir(qr) from an interpola-
tion of only the set of samples from one signal. This lim-
itation is common with the general version of another
well-known bandpass sampling method, that of Kohlen-
berg [5, 6], which can be viewed as a sampling of x(t)
and x(t-to), to 4 r/u.
Grace and Pitt [71 have introduced a separate interpo-
lation formula based on sampling x(t) and x(t
-r/2wo) at
cr/2-i each, valid, as Persons computes [8] and Brown
proves [9-11], when w0 = ka/2, k an integer. The same
condition implies a separate interpolation when x, x. are
sampled.
In a first step of our work on bandpass sampling, we
have shown that a separate interpolation is obtainable
from samples of the outputs of two linear, time-invariant
systems driven by x, when w0 = ko12, if and only if the
impulse response of one system has a zero quadrature
component and the other has a zero in-phase component
(x and x case excepted). This possibility has been proved
following two approaches: the first [12], following Lin-
den's [6] proof of Kohlenberg's second-order sampling
[5]; the second [13], modifying Papoulis' generalized
sampling expansion [14-16] to cover separate bandpass
sampling. The same result is obtained, but the two proofs
offer different ways to compute the interpolating func-
tions for ix and q,.
In [12] and [13] we have indicated that w0 $A ku/2
implies, for a general x, bandpass interpolating functions
with spectral discontinuities, and this fact prevents a sep-
arate interpolation. The altemative to sampling x and x
necessitates the same condition; but its analysis does not
follow the same formulation.
In a second step [171, and considering that the reason-
ing of the previous paragraph can be immediately ex-
tended, we have generalized our modification of
Papoulis' generalized sampling expansion to sample at a
rate or2,rN the outputs of 2N linear time-invariant sys-
tems driven by x, obtaining a general separate interpola-
tion formula when w0 = kul2N (generalized Brown's
condition) and N systems have zero quadrature compo-
nent impulse responses and the other N have zero in-
phase component impulse responses. Interpolating func-
tions are obtained from the functions {Y1(w,t)}, i = 1,
... 2N, solutions of the system
2N
Hi(w + rc) Yi(w, t) = exp(jrct),
r- 0,...,N-1
2N
Hi(w + 2wo + rc) Yi(w, t) = exp Wj(2wo
=l
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(3)
4- rc)t], r = 0, ..., N- I
(equivalent to [16, eq. (7)]), where c = cr/N and {Hj(w)},
i = 1, ..., 2N, are the transfer functions of the 2N sys-
tems. We require that (3) offers unique solutions {Yj(w,
t)}, i = 1, ..., 2N. Cases in which N systems and the
Hilbert transforms of their inputs are used, which do not
provide unique solutions for (3), as one checks easily by
introducing an equivalent low pass formulation (see [17]),
can be considered by an immediate generalization of the
procedure introduced in [10].
Formula (3) can be considered as a useful particular
case of a generalized bandpass signal sampling introduced
by Brown [18].
Recently Brown [19, 20] has derived Papoulis' gener-
alized sampling expansion formulas and their extension
for bandpass sampling according to different reasoning,
obtaining directly the Fourier transforms of the interpolat-
ing functions, i.e., the transfer functions of the interpolat-
ing filters, using a pieced calculation. In this paper this
simpler and advantageous solution is used to introduce
the separate interpolation, and a generalized Brown's
condition is discussed. A particularly important case is
shown as an example.
11. RESTRICTED VERSION OF MULTICHANNEL
BANDPASS SAMPLING
We introduce a restricted version of Brown's multi-
channel bandpass sampling theorem which is useful in
obtaining a separate interpolation formula. We omit the
0018-9251/82/1100-0725 $00.75 © 1982.
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corresponding proof. an immediate particularization of
that contained in [20].
Let x be a deterministic, real, finite-energy, bandpass
signal, i.e.,
x2(t) dt I X(w)j-d|1
2TJw (T/2wf)I< w04- (r,
- E(x) < x
X(w) - X* (-w)
the ith system, i.e., the inverse Fourier transform of H,)
have spectra [21 ]
B,(w) = 2 Y,(w ± w0) u(o + w0) (8a)
Bhi(W) - 2 Hi(w + w4') (a + w,()
(4)
(8b)
respectively; using these functions and keeping in mind
that
(9)
where X is the Fourier transform of the signal, EA is its
energy, wo is its center angular frequency, and c is its
angular bandwidth. Let {Hj(w)}, i = 1, . 2N, be the
transfer functions of 2N real, linear, time-invariant sys-
tems. It is possible to write
2N ^t
X(t) = 2',g (nT) v (t -- tiT)
i }I II _m ---- -IC
systems (7) become
, B, (w
i -=
+ ic) B,h (w +1 p() 0,
p 0, ..., I I
(6) 2N
i=~I
BVi(w + Ic) Bhi(w + ic) 4T
where T - 2-aN/cr and g, is the output of the ith system
(driven by x). Assuming that w0 - ko/2N. the Fourier
transfomis {Y,(w)}, i = , . 2N, of the interpolating
functions {v(t)}, i 1, ...2, can be obtained for w >
0 (they are Hermitian functions) frormi the N sl;stems
2N
E Y-(w + 1c) H, (w + pcz) 0.
p 0 ...,/-1
L B (w + Ic) Bh,(w + pC 0
i--
p = I+ 1. ..., N --- 1
2N
E B,.(w -- Ic) B [ -(w + pc)I- 0,
p -O, ..., N -1
2N
i= I
2N
E Yi(W
i == I
Ic) H-,+ (w + Ic)
1c-)HI-+ (w + pC')
-- T
0,
p l+ 1, ..., N- I
2N
Yi(w + ic) Hi,- 1w -(k -p)c - 0.
p 0- NI-1 (7)
0. ..., N 1, where w- a/2<w<w(0 -r/2+c, c
= unN 2rr1T, H-+(w) = Hi(w)u(w), Hi,(w) -
H,(w)u( -), and u is the unit step function. For each I
we have 2N equations with 2N unknowns, {Yw + 1-i.)} i
, 2N; assuming that systems (7) offer unique so-
lution sets, these determine the spectra of the 2N interpo-
lating functions (i.e., the transfer functions of the
interpolating filters). It is possible to present (7) com-
pletely in a matrix formulation; but we prefer to establish
the equivalent low pass equations before using this kind
of formulation.
III. EQUIVALENT LOW PASS FORMULATION
The complex envelopes of {yi(t)}. i = 1, ..., 2N, and
of {hi(t)}, i = 1. .., 2N (hi is the impulse response of
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= 0, ... N- I, in -cr/2 < < -cr/2 + c. {B.,(w)},
i= 1, ..., 2N, are obtained from these pieced equations.
Their Hermitian and anti-Hermitian parts are the Fourier
transforms of the in-phase and quadrature components,
respectively, of the {xi(t)}, i 1, ..., 2N.
IV. MATRIX FORMULATION
All the equations implied by (10) can be written in a
matrix form, introducing a 2N x N matrix B and a 2N
x 2N matrix A having elements
B 1171M1 = B,' Iw + (n -)c],
1 S- m S- 2N, 1 S- n S- N (I 1)
and
A ]m.n = f
Bh, [w + (m-l)c]
I sm zN, sn 2N
B I[-w- (m-N-I)c],
N+ l m - 2N, I n 2N (12)
respectively, and the 2N x N matrix
T = F 4T IN
L ON
(13)
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5) Hi (co) = H -.' ( w)
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where IN is the N x N identity matrix, and ON is the N
x N null matrix. Then (10) becomes
AB = T (14)
in - u/2 < w < -u/2 + c, and, if A is nonsingular,
we have
B = A-IT (15)
in - u/2 < <-K /2 + c. Each row of B defines an
interpolating function (offers the spectra of its in-phase
and quadrature components).
V. TO OBTAIN A SEPARATE INTERPOLATION
Since
yi(t - nT) = i!.i(t - nT)coslwo(t - nT)]
qY,(t- nT)sin[w0(t - nT)]
= (- 1) ikiV(t - nT)cos wot
- (- 1 nkq,.(t - nT)sin wot (16)
we need qy, 0 or i, =0 to obtain separate contribu-
tions to the final interpolation formula; equivalently,
By,(w)= By w) or B,,(w) -B* w). It is clear
from (14) that this will be possible if and only if there are
N Hermitian and N anti-Hermitian Bhi; since indices are
unimportant, we assume
Br2Im,n = B,Vn+N[w + (n - l)c],
1 m,n - N. (20b)
Naturally the {B()}, i = 1, ..., 2N, are obtained
from
Br1 - 2T Ar'
Br2 = 2TAr2'
(21a)
(21b)
in -u/2 < w < - c/2 + c, assuming that A,,, A,2 are
nonsingular. The final separate interpolation formula is
N Xr
x(t) = I E ( -)kngi(nT)ij (t-nT)}
i = I n =--
2N xc
* cos wot -{ E 1: ( -1 )kI 91
i =N+ I n==-x
* (nT)q,(t -nT)}sin cwot. (22)
VI. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Let us select N = 2; then
gI(t) = x(t) (23a)
(23b)g2(t) = X(t - IT/W0)
g3(t) = x(t - ir/2w0)
g4(t) = x(t - 3rr/2wo).
(23c)
(23d)
Bhj(W) = hi( w), i = .N (17a)
and
Bhi() BhiB(w)' i = N + 1, ..., 2N. (17b)
These conditions are equivalent to qhi = 0, i = 1,
...,N, and ihi = 0, i = N + 1, ..., 2N; or to even/odd
symmetry of Re[Hi(w) u(w)] / lm[Hi(w) u(a)] (i = 1,
... N) or of Im[Hi(w) u(w)] /Re[Hi(w) u(w)] (i = N +
1, ..., 2N) with respect to w, respectively.
Under these assumptions we can add the nth and (N
+ n)th equations of (14), or subtract the (N + n)th from
the nth equation (n = 1, ..., N), obtaining the equivalent
systems
(18a)Arl Brl = 2TIN
Ar2 Br2 = 2TIN (18b)
in -u12 < w < - u/2 + c, where matrices Arl, Ar2,
Brl, Br2. have elements
Arllm,n = Bhn[) + (m - l)c,
1 m,n
- N
Ar2]m,n =Bhn+N[W) + (m I)c],
1 - m,n N
BrlIm,n = Bym[a + (n - 1)c],
1 s m,n
- N
(I 9a)
We have c = cr/2, T = 2rrN/a = -rN/C = 2Tr/c, and
w0 = koi4 = kc/2. The spectra of the complex envel-
opes of the corresponding impulse responses are
(24a)Bh,(W)) = 2
Bh2(W) = 2 exp[ -j(w + wo)iT/w0o] =
- 2 exp( -IjWI/oTo) (24b)
Bh4,() = 2 expt -j(a + wo)Tr/2ao] =
- 2jexp(
-jwr/2lwo) (24c)
Bh4(W) = 2 exp[ -j(w + )0)31T/2a0] =
2 exp(-jw3r/2wo0) (24d)
in - o/2 < w < cr2. It is easy to check that conditions
(17a,b) are satisfied. Then, applying the previous formu-
lation, we arrive finally at
byI(t) = i I(t) = sin(urt/4 + rr/k) sin(urt/4)2 Y2 : sin(rr/k) + ot/4
bV2(t) = iV2(t) = sin(ut/4) sin[ur(t + Ir/a)o)/41sinQ,rr/k) u(t + ir/wo)/4
(19b) b4(t) = jq (t) = j sin(t/4 + 3rr1/2k)
(20a) 0018-9251/82/1100-0727 $00.75 1982.
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sin[kr(t + iT/2w0)/4J (25c)
u(t + .lT2o))/4
sin(ut/4 + -r/2k)
bX4(t) -jq84(t) j ~ sin(-rr/k)
sin[cr(t + 37r/2wo0)/41 (25d)
cr(t + 3'rr/2wo)/4
Inserting (25a-d) in (22), we obtain the corresponding
interpolation formula.
Note that the considered linear systems are pure de-
lays and that we can easily extend the method for N > 2.
Obviously this is a case of great interest that constitutes a
strict generalization of Grace-Pitt's interpolation formula.
VIl. WHEN GENERALIZED BROWN'S CONDITION
IS NOT SATISFIED
When wo .X ku/2N and w0 must be maintained in (22)
because it is a carrier frequency or there is some symme-
try with respect to w0, we can use the smallest 0' > cr
such that wo = ku'/2N. This value is given by
U' = 2Nw0/E[2Nw0o/j (26)
Where E[-] indicates the greatest integer function. The
corresponding new sampling rate is
u'12'TN = lIT' - w0iTrE[2Nw0/u]. (27)
u' and T' take the places of u and T, respectively, in
(22).
Since band limitation is not a physical possibility, in a
general situation X does not have center angular fre-
quency in a strict sense. Thus we can search for the mini-
mum sampling rate without maintaining w0. It is not
difficult to prove that the corresponding new bandwidth
cr". sampling period T", and center angular frequency wo
are given by [ 17]
a" = (2Nwo + r)/E [(2Nw0±o+ c')/] (28)
Tf' = 2-nN/l" - 2wNE [(2Nwo + u)/uJ] / (2Nwo
+ u) > T' = 2ThN/a'
= 2-r NE [(2Nwo + u)/u] / (2Nw0 + C')
and
o = wo + or/2 - ur"/2.
co", T". and w/5 take the places of a, T, and w0, re-
spectively, in (22).
VIII. EQUIVALENCE WITH MODIFIED PAPOULIS'
FORMULATION
It is possible to verify that the solutions {Y(,t)(}, i
= 1, ..., 2N, of (3) can be obtained as linear time-vary-
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ing combinations of the pieces of each previously ob-
tained solution in a way parallel to that indicated by
Brown in the low pass case. In particular this ensures the
equality of the previous {yi(t)} with the {v,0(t)} of [17],
i- 1, ..., 2N, and of the {i,(t)}, i - 1, ..., N, and the
{qVjr(t)}, i=N+ 1, ..., 2N, of this paper with the {z,O(t)},
i=li...,N, and the {
-jz,o(t)}, i- N±+ ..., 2N, of
[17], respectively, as it is necessary.
We omit the corresponding proof for brevity, since it
is an immediate generalization of [19. sec. III].
IX. CONCLUSIONS
Starting from Brown's formulation of multichannel
sampling of bandpass signals, we have introduced a gen-
eral separate interpolation formula to reconstruct the sig-
nal from the samples of the outputs of 2N linear, time-
invariant systems driven by it taken at a rate 1/2N times
the Nyquist rate, under the following conditions:
1) The transfer functions of the systems have to gen-
erate a nonsingular matrix A (12).
2) The center angular frequency and the bandwidth of
the signal are related by w0 = kul2N, where k is an inte-
ger (generalized Brown's condition).
3) The impulse responses of N systems have zero
quadrature components, while the impulse responses of
the other N systems have zero in-phase components.
The proposed formulation has the advantage with re-
spect to others previously stated of offering the transfer
functions of the interpolating filters directly.
An interesting example, in which all the linear sys-
tems are pure delays, is considered and solved to illus-
trate the proposed method.
When generalized Brown's condition is not satisfied,
we can apply this method with a minimum sampling rate
IIT' - U'/2Tr N = wo/E[2Nwo0/oi maintaining the center
angular frequency, or with a minimum sampling rate 1/T"
= u"/2hrN = (2Nwo + u)12/ThNE[(2Nw0 + u)/ur] with-
out maintaining wo.
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MTI Processing and Weibull-Distributed
Ground Clutter
It is shown that the Weibull-distributed ground clutter obeys a
Weibull distribution after processing by the double canceler moving
target indicator (MTI).
In a previous paper by the authors [11, it was shown
that ground clutter amplitude from cultivated land obeys a
Weibull distribution with the shape parameters of 1.507
to 2.0 at very low grazing angles between 0.21° and
0.32° using an L band long-range air-route surveillance
radar with a 3.0 ,us pulsewidth and a 1.23° beamwidth.
The present paper investigates the Weibull statistics of
ground clutter after double canceler MTI processing.
Four typical examples before and after MTI are
shown in Fig. 1. A straight line was fitted to the values
of Y and X by the least squares method. If the data follow
TABLE I
Shape Parameters for Different Azimuth Sectors (values in parentheses
are those of rinse)
Shape Parameter
Sweep
Azimuth (deg) Numbers Before MTI After MTI
90.57-92.56 868-887 2.011(0.114) 1.758(0.080)
92.66-94.64 888-907 1.843(0.116) 1.731(0.050)
94.75-96.73 908-927 1.833(0.055) 1.783(0.058)
96.83-98.82 928-947 1.858(0.069) 1.734(0.025)
98.92-100.90 948-967 1.941(0.125) 1.728(0.096)
101.01-102.99 968-987 1.820(0.102) 1.859(0.050)
103.10-105.08 988-1007 1.720(0.063) 1.760(0.099)
105.18-107.17 1008-1027 1.841(0.094) 1.745(0.054)
107.27-109.25 1028- 1047 1.804(0.080) 1.618(0.062)
109.36-111.34 1048-1067 1.507(0.046) 1.553(0.063)
111.44-113.43 1068-1087 1.670(0.120) 1.519(0.039)
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